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NEW QUESTION: 1
The current ZFS configuration on your server is:
pool1 124K 3.91G 32K /pool1
pool1/data 31K 3.91G 31K /data
You need to create a new file system named /data2. /data2 will
be a copy of the /data file system.
You need to conserve disk space on this server whenever
possible.
Which option should you choose to create /data2, which will be

a read writeable copy of the /data file system, while
minimizing the amount of total disk space used in pool1?
A. zfssnapshot pool1/[email&#160;protected]
=/data2,comptession=on pool1/[email&#160;protected]
B. zfs snapshot pool1/[email&#160;protected] clone -o
mountpoint=/data2 pool1/[email&#160;protected] pool1/data2
C. zfs create snapshot pool1/[email&#160;protected] clone -o
mountpoint=/data2 pool1/[email&#160;protected]/data2
D. zfs snapshot pool1/[email&#160;protected] clone -o
mountpoint=/data2 ocompression=onpool1/[email&#160;protected]
pool1/data2
E. zfs create snapshot pool1/[email&#160;protected] sendpool1/
[email&#160;protected]|zfs recv pool1/data2
F. zfs set mountpoint=/data2 compression=on pool1/data2
Answer: D
Explanation:
zfs snapshot [-r] [-o property=value] ...
[email&#160;protected]|[email&#160;protected]
Creates a snapshot with the given name. All previous
modifications by successful system calls to
the file system are part of the snapshot
zfs clone [-p] [-o property=value] ... snapshot
filesystem|volume
Creates a clone of the given snapshot.
Note:
Because snapshots are fast and low overhead, they can be used
extensively without great
concern for system performance or disk use .
With ZFS you can not only create snapshot but create a clone of
a snapshot.
A clone is a writable volume or file system whose initial
contents are the same as the dataset from
which it was created. As with snapshots, creating a clone is
nearly instantaneous, and initially
consumes no additional disk space. In addition, you can
snapshot a clone.
A clone is a writable volume or file system whose initial
contents are the same as the original
dataset. As with snapshots, creating a clone is nearly
instantaneous, and initially consumes no
additional space.
Clones can only be created from a snapshot. When a snapshot is
cloned, it creates an implicit
dependency between the parent and child.
Reference: man zfs

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option C

D. Option B
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
t8 q105
Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg682139.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
The customer has an office environment with users who have
laptops that can connect with wired or wireless. Users also
bring one or two of their own devices. An architect creates a
proposal with Aruba AP-325s, 7210 Mobility Controllers (MCs), a
Mobility Master (MM), and Aruba 2930M switches at the access
layer to support the laptops and APs.
The architect plans to recommend 802.1X authentication without
tunneled node on Aruba 2930M switch ports that connect to
laptops. What is one advantage of this form of authentication?
A. provides a second layer of protection for wireless users at
the internal perimeter
B. enables user access control and ensures only authorized
users connect.
C. prevents users from connection attempts with more than three
devices
D. ensures that Aruba firewall policies apply to wired user
traffic.
Answer: B
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